
Carr Dyke Circular 
A short kiddie, or dog walk of 3.8 Km (2.4 Miles) 

A. Starting across the road to the Chapel. Facing the Chapel turn right ,East, 
and head towards ‘butchers corner’,  then  Northfield  Terrace council 

houses.  
B. Carry on past Northfield Lane (over the road) and over Great Brig (Great 

Bridge) to the Fenton Flyer pub 
C.  Walk down Nanny Lane to bend and Millennium Sign, (about 450 
metres) On your right is Hall Lane, with the finger post on your left, near 

a tree. 
D. Keeping the small paddock fence on your right walk until you reach a 

container.Then turn left, heading south. After about 70 meters  follow 
the  large paddock fence, keeping it on your left,  to the end (about 500 

metres) where the fence turns left.  
E. At this point you turn right, west, keeping the hedge on your left and 

head for the footbridge in the field corner. 
F. After crossing the bridge turn immediately right into the field,( path well 

marked,)  
G. After about 200 metres turn towards Carr Dyke, at a slight angle. 

H. Join Carr Dyke side and turn right, follow this to a footbridge, near a 
large weeping willow tree. (Please note water voles have been seen in 

Carr Dyke.) They are now very rare. You might be lucky. 
I.  Do not cross over the bridge but bear north of east (80 degrees Mag) 

then north to arrive at another paddock.  
J. Keeping the fence on you right hand side follow it round until at the 

paddock fence end (Waymarker arrow on post) turn left into field.  
K. Keeping hedge on your right continue to bomb hole and weeping willow 

tree. 
L. At this path intersection turn left heading west back towards the Church. 

M. At ‘Lovers Bridge’ carry on to Church wall. 
N. Turn right, and then after about 50 metres enter the field heading 

approximately northeast, aim for the pointed greenhouse roof. 



O. Immediately after the greenhouse go through the squeeze stile in the 
wall, turn left , cross over the cattle grid. 

Congratulations you have completed the Carr Dyke Circular. 

 

Please report all ploughing, cropping, or obstructions to 

Aidan Rayner (PROW Team leader) on 

01609-533077 or Mobile 0771 5747297. 

Aidan.Rayner@northyorks.gov.uk 

Alternatively Kenny Smith 01937-557100 

kennytekt@hotmail.com 

 

 

 


